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A heuristic rate smoothing procedure for maximum likelihood esti2
mation of species divergence times 3

Ziheng YAN G33

Department of Biology , University College London , Darwin Building , Gower Street , London WC1 E 　6BT , England

Abstract 　Estimation of species divergence times is well2known to be sensitive to violation of the molecular clock assump2
tion (rate constancy over time) . However , the molecular clock is almost always violated in comparisons of distantly related
species , such as different orders of mammals. Thus it is important to take into account different rates among lineages
when divergence times are estimated. The maximum likelihood method provides a framework for accommodating rate
variation and can naturally accommodate heterogeneous datasets from multiple loci and fossil calibrations at multiple nodes.
Previous implementations of the likelihood method require the researcher to assign branches to different rate classes. In
this paper , I implement a heuristic rate2smoothing algorithm ( the AHRS algorithm) to automate the assignment of
branches to rate groups. The method combines features of previous likelihood , Bayesian and rate2smoothing methods. The
likelihood algorithm is also improved to accommodate missing sequences at some loci in the combined analysis. The new al2
gorithms are applied to estimate the divergence times of Malagasy mouse lemurs using a dataset of mammalian mitochon2
drial genes and compared with previous likelihood and Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo analyses [ Acta Zoologica S ini2
ca 50 (4) : 645 - 656 , 2004 ] .
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一个适于最大似然法估计物种分化年代的进化速率平滑近似
方法 3
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摘 　要 　众所周知 , 物种分化年代的估计对分子钟 (进化速率恒定) 假定很敏感。另一方面 , 在远缘物种 (例

如哺乳纲不同目的动物) 的比较中 , 分子钟几乎总是不成立的。这样在估计分化时间时考虑不同进化区系的速

率差异至为重要。最大似然法可以很自然地考虑这种速率差异 , 并且可以同时分析多个基因位点的资料以及同

时利用多重化石校正数据。以前提出的似然法需要研究者将进化树的树枝按速率分组 , 本文提出一个近似方法

以使这个过程自动化。本方法综合了以前的似然法、贝斯法及近似速率平滑法的一些特征。此外 , 还对算法加

以改进 , 以适应综合数据分析时某些基因在某些物种中缺乏资料的情形。应用新提出的方法来分析马达加斯加

的倭狐猴的分化年代 , 并与以前的似然法及贝斯法的分析进行了比较 [动物学报 50 (4) : 645 - 656 , 2004 ]。

关键词 　速率平滑 　分子钟 　分化年代 　最大似然法 　综合分析

　　The assumption of molecular clock , that is , con2
stancy of the evolutionary rate among lineages (Zuck2
erkandl and Pauling , 1965) , provides a simple and
powerful way of dating species divergences. This as2
sumption predicts that the expected genetic distance
between species is proportional to the time of their di2
vergence. Thus the estimated branch lengths or se2
quence distances can be converted into absolute diver2

gence times through fossil calibration. While the
clock assumption appears to hold in closely related
species , for example , within the hominoids , it is
most often violated in distant comparisons , for exam2
ple , among different orders of mammals ( Hasegawa
et al. , 2003 ; Springer et al. , 2003 ; Yoder and
Yang , 2000) . The effects of the clock assumption on
divergence time estimation is well2characterized ( e.



g. , Aris2Brosou and Yang , 2002 ; Rambaut and
Bromham , 1998) . In the past few years , much effort
has been taken to account for such rate variation when
divergence times are estimated. Likelihood methods
account for the rate variation by assigning indepen2
dent rates to branches on the phylogeny ( Kishino and
Hasegawa , 1990 ; Rambaut and Bromham , 1998 ;
Yoder and Yang , 2000) . This approach has recently
been extended to deal with multiple fossil calibration
points and multiple genes ( Yang and Yoder , 2003) .
In the Bayesian framework , Thorne et al. (1998) .
Kishino et al. (2001) uses a stochastic model of evolu2
tionary rate change to specify the prior dist ribution of
rates , and , together with a prior for divergence
times , calculates the posterior dist ributions of times
and rates. Markov chain Monte Carlo ( MCMC) is
used to make the computation feasible. The algorithm
is recently extended to analyze multiple genes
( Thorne and Kishino , 2002) . The Bayesian algo2
rithm followed the seminal work of Sanderson (1997 ,
2002) , who developed heuristic rate smoothing meth2
ods for joint estimation of times and rates.

Fig11 　Example trees to explain the theory
(a) Master tree for eight species. Two calibration points are used so that node ages t 3 and t 6 are fixed , while the

ages of other nodes are parameters to be estimated. (b) Six species are sequenced at locus 1 , for which the gene tree
is constructed from the master tree. Different branches may have different evolutionary rates , represented by the
thickness of the branches , which are accommodated in the likelihood analysis. (c) Five species are sequenced at
locus 2.

A drawback of the likelihood method ( Yang and
Yoder , 2003) is that the researcher has to assign
branches on the phylogeny to different rate groups ;
that is , she has to decide how many rates should be
used and which rate each branch should have. In
Yang and Yoderπs analysis (2003) , this was achieved
by examining branch lengths estimated without the
clock assumption and by separating branches into a
few low or high rate groups. Divergence times as well
as rates for the branch groups are then estimated by
maximum likelihood (ML) . In this paper , I propose
a procedure to assist automatic assignment of branches
to rate groups. The method uses the idea of rate2
smoothing (Sanderson , 1997 ,2002) to estimate rates

for branches under a model of stochastic rate change
( Kishino et al. , 2001 ; Thorne et al. , 1998) and
then classifies the branches into rate groups based on
the estimated rates. I also extend previous likelihood
implementations to accommodate missing species at
some loci in combined analysis of heterogeneous
datasets f rom multiple loci.

1 　Methods
111 　Data and problem

The data are DNA or protein sequences from
multiple loci for a group of species , with some species
possibly missing at some loci. An example is shown in
Fig11 , where species A , B , D , E , G , H are se2
quenced at locus 1 ( Fig11b) , while species A ,B ,C ,
E ,F are sequenced at locus 2 ( Fig11c) . The rooted
tree topology for all species is assumed known and is
referred to as the master t ree ( Fig11a) . Given the
master t ree , the subtree at each locus can be con2
st ructed , and parameters on the master t ree such as
divergence times can be identified , enabling likelihood
calculation at each locus ( Felsenstein , 1981) . I will
refer to the subtree at a locus as a“gene”t ree. Yang
and Yoder ( 2003 ) emphasized the importance of
combining data from multiple loci in divergence time
estimation using local clock models , but their imple2
mentation assumed that all genes are sequenced in ev2
ery species. The procedure described here deals natu2
rally with missing sequences at some loci.

It is assumed that some nodes on the master t ree
have known ages from fossil calibrations (i. e. , node
ages t3 and t6 in Fig11a) , while the ages of the other
nodes (i. e. , t0 , t1 , t2 , t4 , t5 in Fig11a) are to be
estimated from the data. For each locus to be directly
informative about the divergence times , it is required
that at least one node in the gene tree is a fossil cali2
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bration node with known age (such as ages t6 at locus
1 and t3 at locus 2 in Fig11) . If the molecular clock
is assumed to hold for every locus , the model parame2
ters will include the unknown divergence times in the
master t ree and one rate for each locus ; these are esti2
mated by ML . To accommodate the violation of the
molecular clock , branches on each gene tree can be
classified into several rate groups. Such rates for
branch groups are then estimated by ML together
with the divergence times ( Yang and Yoder , 2003) .
The main objective of this paper is to develop an algo2
rithm for automatic assignment of branches on the
gene tree into such rate groups.
112 　Overview of the AHRS algorithm

The ad hoc rate2smoothing algorithm for ML es2
timation of divergence times implemented here in2
volves three steps :
Step 1 : estimation of branch lengths on the gene tree

at each locus by ML under the no2clock model
and calculation of their variances.

Step 2 : heuristic rate smoothing to estimate substitu2
tion rates for branches (or nodes) on the gene
trees together with the divergence times on the
master t ree. Classification of branches on each
gene tree into several rate groups according to
their estimated rates.

Step 3 : estimation of divergence times and the rates
for branch groups by ML .
In Step 1 , maximum likelihood estimates

(ML Es) of branch lengths on each gene tree are cal2
culated under the no2clock model. The likelihood is
calculated using the pruning algorithm of Felsenstein
(1981 ) . One branch length is updated at a time
( Yang , 2000) , and the second derivatives of the log
likelihood with respect to branch lengths are calculat2
ed analytically , useful for calculating the variances of
estimated branch lengths ( see below) . In Step 2 , a
model of stochastic rate change over time is fitted to
the ML Es of branch lengths on all gene trees obtained
from Step 1 to estimate substitution rates for the
branches on the gene trees as well as divergence times
on the master t ree. This is achieved by attempting to
match the ML Es of branch lengths while minimizing
changes of rates over lineages. The estimated rates
are then used to classify branches into several rate
groups on each gene tree. In Step 3 , the divergence
times are estimated together with the branch group
rates using ML ( Yang and Yoder , 2003) . In theory ,
the asymptotic variances of the ML Es of divergence
times can be calculated numerically using the local
curvature of the likelihood surface at the ML Es.
However , this calculation may seriously underesti2
mate the uncertainty in the time estimates as it ig2
nores uncertainties in fossil calibrations by assuming
fixed ages and as it ignores uncertainties in the assign2

ment of branches to rate groups. In this paper , I fo2
cus on point estimates only. The following describes
Step 2 of the algorithm.

2 　Result
211 　Heuristic rate smoothing for automatic assign2
ment of branches into rate groups

Let the data at locus i be D i , with i = 1 , 2 ,
⋯, g for g genes. Let t be the vector of unknown
node ages in the master t ree ,b i = { bij} be the vector
of ML Es of branch lengths under no clock at locus i
(f rom Step 1) , and r i be the vector of rates for nodes
on the gene tree for locus i . To avoid over2
parametrization , the rate at the root of the gene tree
is fixed to be the average rate of its two daughter
nodes , weighted by the time of divergence. Thus 2 si2
2 rates are included in r i if there are s i species at locus
i . The algorithm smoothes the rates by using the
Brownian motion model of rate change of Thorne et
al. (1998) and Kishino et al. (2001) . Times t and
rates r = {r i} are estimated by maximizing the fol2
lowing likelihood

L (t ,r ,v; D) = ∏
i

f ( Di | t ,r i) f ( ri | t , vi) f ( vi) ,

(1)

or log likelihood

l (t ,r ,v; D) = ∑
i

log{ f ( D i | t ,r i) } +

∑
i

log{ f (r i | t ,v i) } +

∑
i

log{ f (v i) } . (2)

The product or summation is taken over all the loci.
As in Thorne et al. (1998) , the data likelihood at lo2
cus i , f ( D i | t ,r i) , is approximated by a normal dis2
t ribution to ML Es of branch lengths b i , rather than
by using the pruning algorithm on the sequence align2
ment ( Felsenstein , 1981) . The algorithm of Step 1
calculates analytically the second derivative of the log
likelihood with respect to each branch length bj , and

its reciprocal , - [
d2 l
db2

j
] - 1 is used to approximate the

variance of bj . This is less reliable than H
( jj) , the jj2

th element in the inverse of the Hessian matrix - H

= -
d2 l

dbj dbk
( Stuart et al. , 1999) . However , for

the dataset analyzed here , the two approaches are
close ( Fig12) . Numerical approximation of the full
Hessian matrix is expensive. Instead I use a diagonal
variance2covariance matrix , ignoring the covariances.
Thus , two approximations are used here , the normal
approximation to the data likelihood and the assump2
tion of no correlation between ML Es of branch
lengths ; that is ,
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log{ f ( D i | t ,r i) }≈ -
1
2

(b i - b̂ i)
T S- 1

i (b i - b̂ i)

≈ ∑
j

( bij - b̂ij)
2

var ( bij)
(3)

Here b i are the ML Es of branch lengths in gene tree i
estimated in Step 1 , b̂i are the expected branch
lengths under the rate2evolution model (that is , prod2
ucts of times and rates) , and S i = H - 1 is the approx2
imate variance2covariance matrix. While detailed
comparison is lacking , the first approximation ( nor2
mal approximation to data likelihood) appears to be
more error2prone than the second (assuming no corre2
lation between branch lengths) . It may be noted that
Thorne et al. (1998) and Kishino et al. (2001) used
the normal approximation to the data likelihood in
their Bayesian MCMC algorithms. Sandersonπs
(1997) use of the Poisson approximation to the in2
ferred number of changes per sequence per branch
should have a similar effect as weighting the squared
differences in branch lengths with their variances used
here.

The prior rate likelihood f (ri | t , v i) is calculat2
ed under the geometric Brownian motion model of
Thorne et al. ( 1998) and Kishino et al. ( 2001) .
Conditional on the rate rA of the ancestral node , the
rate r of the current node has a log2normal dist ribu2
tion with mean rA and variance t v i , where t is the
time separating the two nodes.

f ( r | rA ) =
exp -

1
2 t v i

log ( r/ rA ) +
1
2

t v i

2

r 2πt v i

,

0 < r < ∞. (4)
Here v i controls how clock2like the tree is , with a
large v i meaning that the rates are variable and the
clock is seriously violated. The prior rate likelihood f
(ri| t , v i) is calculated by multiplying densities of the
form of eqn 4 across branches in the gene tree. Fur2
thermore , an exponential density with mean 01001 is
used for the prior f ( v i ) to penalize large values for
v i . The average rate for a branch is calculated as the

average of the rates at the two end nodes of the
branch.

For the example of Fig11 , a total of 25 parame2
ters will be estimated by maximizing eqn. 2 :5 diver2
gence times in the master t ree , 10 rates for locus 1 , 8
rates for locus 2 , and v1 and v2 for the two loci. A
numerical optimization algorithm is used to estimate
them.

The estimated rates for the same locus are then
collapsed into k categories. One strategy is to use a
clustering algorithm to cluster the rates (and branch2
es) into groups. See the Results section for an exam2
ple. Here I implement a simple and somewhat arbi2
t rary scheme. Let the range of the estimated rates at
the locus be ( a , b) . This is broken into k rate
groups using threshold points a , R1 , R2 , ⋯, R k =
b , where

R j = a + ( b - a)βk - j , j = 1 , 2 , ⋯, k , (5)

β = 0125 + 0125log ( k) .
Thus for k = 2 , β= 0142 , and the cutting point is
at 42 % of the range. For k = 3 ,β= 0152 , and the
two cutting points are at the 28 % and 52 % of the
range. For k = 4 ,β= 0160 , so the three cutting
points are at the 21 % , 36 % , and 60 % of the range.

Several concerns may be raised about the AHRS
algorithm. First , the“likelihood function”of eqn. 1
is not a likelihood function in the usual sense of the
word since the rates r are unobservable random vari2
ables in the model. Estimates of rates and times from
eqn. 1 are not expected to have the asymptotic prop2
erties of conventional ML Es. Nevertheless , some jus2
tifications are provided in the statistics literature for
such a method. It was used in random2effects models
to estimate variance components by Henderson et al.
(1959) and was called hierarchical likelihood by Lee
and Nelder (1996) . In kernel2density smoothing , it
is known as penalized likelihood ( Silverman , 1986) .
Note that in his penalized2likelihood method for
smoothing rates and estimating times , Sanderson
(2002) penalized the data likelihood by minimizing
changes in rates across branches on the tree. Here the

Fig12 　Square roots of the approximate variances for MLEs of
branch lengths under no clock ( Step 1) calculated using two ap2
proaches : the diagonal element in the inverse of the Hessian matrix
( the x2axis) and the reciprocal of the second derivative of the log
likelihood with respect to the branch length ( the y2axis)
The former is expected to be more reliable but is calculated using the differ2
ence approximation. The latter is less reliable but is calculated analytically.
The ML Es of branch lengths from this analysis are shown in Fig13.
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use of the rate2evolution model ( eqns 1 and 4 )
achieves the same objective and the method is also a
penalized likelihood. Second , the reliability of the
normal approximation to the data likelihood is un2
known. Exact calculation on sequence alignment is
not feasible computationally because of the large num2
ber of rates and the high dimension of the optimiza2
tion problem. Mainly for those reasons , I use the
AHRS algorithm to help assign branches into rate
groups , and then use maximum likelihood to estimate
divergence times together with the rates for branch
groups.
212 　Application to mouse lemur divergences

The mouse lemurs are the worldπs smallest living
primates , endemic to Madagascar. While initially
recognised as only one species M icrocebus m urinus ,
as many as nine species have now been identified
based on recent phylogenetic studies using both mor2
phological and molecular data (see Yoder et al. , 2000
for review) . Yang and Yoder (2003 ; see also Yoder
and Yang , 2004) used Bayesian MCMC algorithms
( Kishino et al. , 2001 ; Thorne et al. , 1998) and
likelihood local clock models to estimate divergence
times and suggested that the mouse lemurs diverged
around 7 - 10 million years ago (M YA) , as old as the
human2chimpanzee split . The likelihood analysis in
that paper assumed three rates on the tree , one for
the mouse lemurs , one for the hominoids , and anoth2
er for all other branches. Here I apply the new algo2
rithm of this paper to the same dataset , for compari2
son with the previous analyses. The data consist of
two mitochondrial protein2coding genes , COII and
cytochrome b , f rom nine mouse lemur species as well
as 26 other mammalian species , with 35 species in to2
tal ( Yoder et al. , 2000) . There are 1 812 nucleotide
sites or 604 codons in the sequence. See Yang and
Yoder (2003) for availability of the alignment . The
master species t ree is shown in Fig13 and 4. The ages
of seven ancestral nodes are fixed according to fossil
data ( see Fig14 ; Yang and Yoder , 2003) , with 27
node ages to be estimated. The data are analyzed us2
ing nucleotide , amino acid , and codon substitution
models. Below I describe the codon2based analysis ,
and include results f rom the nucleotide2 and amino
acid2 based analyses for comparison. While the de2
scription of the method above referred to multiple loci
or genes , the emphasis is on accounting for large2scale
heterogeneity among site partitions , and genes and
proteins may not be the most appropriate partitions.
The two genes analyzed here are on the same strand
of the mitochondrial genome and have similar evolu2
tionary dynamics. Thus they are combined into one
big gene. However , the three codon positions have
very different substitution rates and base composi2
tions , and are treated as different partitions in nu2

cleotide2based analysis.
21211 　Codon2based analysis 　The model of codon
substitution of Goldman and Yang (1994) is used for
ML estimation. The F3x4 model is used to account
for unequal codon usage , with the observed base fre2
quencies at the three codon positions used to calculate
the expected codon frequencies. First , the codon
model was used to estimate the branch lengths with2
out the clock ( Step 1) . The ML E of the transition/
t ransversion rate ratio is κ̂ = 51437 and that of the
nonsynonymous/ synonymous rate ratio is ω̂= 01032.
The very low ω ratio reflects the strong selective con2
st raints acting on those mitochondrial genes. As the
ML Es of those substitution parameters vary little
whether or not the molecular clock is assumed , those
estimates are fixed later in Step 3. In Step 2 , the 27
( = 34 - 7) divergence times , 68 substitution rates
(for 68 branches) , as well as parameter v are esti2
mated by maximizing the likelihood of eqn 1. The es2
timate of parameter v is v̂ = 010537. The estimated
divergence times from this step are shown in Table 1
(column f′codon Step 2) . The estimated rates for
branches have the dist ribution shown in Fig15a and
range from 1118 to 4106 ( ×10 - 8 nucleotide substitu2
tions per codon per year) . With eqn 5 used for parti2
tioning branches , this range is separated into four cat2
egories using β= 01597 : rate group 0 with rate <
1179 (14 branches) , group 1 with rate < 2120 ( 3
branches) , group 2 with rate < 2190 (15 branches) ,
and group 3 with rate < 4106 (36 branches) . This
grouping of branches is shown in Fig13a. In Step 3 ,
the 27 divergence times and the four rates for the four
branch groups are estimated by ML ( Yang and Yo2
der , 2003) . In this step , the likelihood is calculated
exactly using the sequence alignment . The estimated
divergence times are shown in Fig14a and Table 1
(column f) . The estimated rates for the four branch
groups are 1141 , 2105 , 2130 , and 3155 ( ×10 - 8 nu2
cleotide substitutions per codon per year) . The log
likelihood under this model is l = - 25 04118.

For comparison , the molecular clock model is al2
so fitted to the data under the model of codon substi2
tution. The single rate is estimated to be 2130 ×10 - 8

nucleotide substitutions per codon per year. The esti2
mated divergence times for important nodes are
shown in Table 1 (column c) . The log likelihood un2
der the model is l = - 25 ,16016 , in comparison with
l = - 24 , 97819 without the clock. The clock as2
sumption is grossly violated , as is apparent f rom the
estimated branch lengths ( Fig13) .
21212 　Amino acid2based analysis 　The translated
protein sequences were analysed using the mtmam +
F + G model , using the empirical substitution rate
matrix estimated from 20 species of mammals ( Yang
et al. , 1998) . A discrete2gamma model with 5 rate
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Fig13 　The rooted tree topology for estimating divergence times for the mouse lemurs used in this paper
The branch lengths , defined as the expected number of nucleotide substitutions per codon , are estimated under the codon model of
Goldman and Yang (1994) assuming no clock ( Step 1) . The no2clock analysis can estimate only one branch length around the
root , but the root is used for later analysis and shown here for clarity. The ML Es of branch lengths are used to fit a rate2evolution
model to estimate rates ( Step 2) . The estimated rates have a distribution shown in Fig15a. They are classified into four rate
groups“automatically”using eqn. 5 (a) and“manually”according to figure 5b (b) . Thick branches represent high rates and thin
branches low rates.
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Fig14 　The rooted tree topology showing the MLEs of divergence times under the local clock models
represented by Fig13a and b
Seven fossil calibration nodes are marked by filled circles. The node ages and divergence events are 10 M Y for hu2
man/ gorilla , 35 M Yfor monkey/ ape , 77 M Yfor basal primates , 54 M Yfor horse/ rhinoceros , 37 M Yfor toothed/
baleen whales , 56 M Y for whale/ hippo , 55 M Y for felid/ canid (see Yang and Yoder , 2003 for references) . Diver2
gence time estimates for twelve numbered nodes are listed in tables 1 and 2. Analysis in Table 2 uses an eighth cali2
bration : 40M Y for loris/ galago.
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Table 1 　Maximum likelihood estimates of divergence times ( in MY) for 12 nodes in the tree of Fig14 under clock and local2clock
models

Node

Clock Local clock

(a)

base

　

(b)

AA

　

(c)

codon

　

(d)

base

　

(e)

AA

　

(f)

codon

4RA

(f′)

codon

4RM

(f″)

codon

Step 2

(d′)

base

3R

(g)

Bayes

　

40 dog/ bear 3911 3015 3911 4217 4116 4018 4515 4114 4312 4512

43 human/ chimp 712 716 810 615 616 619 619 710 615 711

45 hominoid 1713 1813 1613 1414 1318 1310 1311 1412 1412 1512

47 anthropoid 6119 6613 6118 5715 6312 5817 5817 5811 5716 6111

48 lorisiform 3318 2617 3313 2911 2213 3217 3217 3111 3819 4015

51 Lemuridae 2810 2616 2617 1710 1612 2513 2513 2210 3313 3513

52 southern clade 615 616 719 411 314 512 512 416 512 716

58 northern clade 619 617 910 413 314 519 519 512 515 810

59 mouse lemurs 818 819 1112 515 415 714 714 615 711 1010

61 Cheirogaleidae 2616 2019 2516 1613 1110 1812 1812 1612 2816 3013

65 lemuriform 5719 5912 5711 4117 4110 4915 4915 4918 6418 6619

66 Strepsirrhine 6313 6211 6214 5112 4818 5812 5812 5718 6919 7313

Note : Node numbers are from Yang and Yoder (2003) and are for Fig14. The analysis is performed using the nucleotide (base) , amino acid (AA) and

codon (codon) sequences and assuming clock and local2clock models. Seven fossil calibrations are used ( Fig14) . (f′) is from a manual four2rate model

specified according to Fig15b. (f″) is from Step 2 in the codon2based analysis. (d′) are ML estimates under a three2rate model and (g) are Bayesian es2

timates ; both are from Yang and Yoder (2003) and are for nucleotide sequences. Estimated divergence times for (f) and (f′) are also shown in figures

4a and b.

Fig15 　( a) Distribution of substitution rates for branches estimated from Step 2 under the model of codon substitution.

( b) A clustering algorithm ( UPGMA) is used to cluster the estimated rates into four groups : A, B, C, D , with rates <

210 , < 219 , < 315 , and < 411 ×10 - 8 nucleotide substitutions per codon per year , respectively

The rates are measured as the number of nucleotide substitutions per codon per 100 million years. They are estimated by fitting a model of

rate evolution to the branch lengths shown in Fig13.

Note that the tips of the phylogram are estimated rates for branches.
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categories ( Yang , 1994) is used to account for rate
variation among sites. The estimatedαparameter un2
der no clock (Step 1) is 01362 , which is used later in
Step 3. Eqn 5 is used to classify the rates estimated
from Step 2 into four categories , producing ML esti2
mates of divergence times shown in Table 1 (column
e) . Similarly , estimated divergence times under the
clock are shown in Table 1 (column b) . The single
substitution rate is estimated to be 01240 ×10 - 8

amino acid replacements per amino acid site. Again
the molecular clock is rejected by a likelihood ratio
test (results not shown) .
21213 　Nucleotide2based analysis 　The F84 + G
model ( Felsenstein , 2002 ; Yang , 1994 ) is used ,
with different t ransition/ t ransversion rate ratios , dif2
ferent gamma shape parameters , and different base
frequencies assumed for the codon positions. The base
frequencies are estimated using the observed frequen2
cies in the sequence data. The estimates of the transi2
tion/ t ransversion rate ratiosκare 31763 , 31186 , and
171684 for the three codon positions , while the esti2
mates of the gamma shape parameter α are 01292 ,
01164 , and 11247. The total log likelihood over the
three positions is l = - 24 84612. Step 2 of the algo2
rithm optimizes 27 divergence times , 68 ×3 rates ,
and 3 v parameters , with a total of 234 parameters.
The estimates of v are 010544 , 010434 , 010421 for
the three codon positions. Branches at each codon po2
sition are classified into four rate groups according to
their estimated rates. In Step 3 , a total of 39 param2
eters (27 times and 4 ×3 branch group rates) are esti2
mated by ML . The estimated divergence times are
shown in Table 1 (column d) . The log likelihood un2
der the model is l = - 24 98615.

For comparison , the clock model is also applied
to the nucleotide sequences. The estimated rates for
the three positions are 01242 ×10 - 8 , 01084 ×10 - 8 ,
31936 ×10 - 8 nucleotide substitutions per site. The
estimated divergence times are shown in Table 1 (col2
umn a) . Those are very close to the estimated ob2
tained by Yang and Yoder (2003 ; Table 4 column j) ;
the minor differences are due to the use of slightly
different substitution parameters. Note that the
molecular clock assumption is rejected by the likeli2
hood ratio test for every codon position ( Yang and
Yoder , 2003) .
213 　Age of mouse lemur divergence

Table 1 lists estimates of divergence times for 12
nodes in the species t ree ( Fig13) under various clock
and local2clock models. The sequence data and fossil
calibration information used are the same as in Yang
and Yoder ( 2003) , although Yang and Yoder per2
formed nucleotide2based analysis only. Thus the dif2
ferences in estimates of divergence times in Table 1
are due to estimation methods , and in particular , to

the assumptions made about the rates. Note that all
the seven calibration nodes are far away from the
mouse lemur clade ( Fig14 ) , rendering the dating
problem very difficult . Compared with estimates un2
der the molecular clock , the local clock models pro2
duced much younger estimates for the ages of mouse
lemur divergences ( nodes 52 , 58 , and 59) . For ex2
ample , the age of the mouse lemur clade was estimat2
ed to be 818 , 819 , or 1112M Y under the clock in
analyses of nucleotide , amino acid , and codon se2
quences , respectively , while the corresponding esti2
mates under the 42rate models are 515 , 415 , and
714. The local clock models interpreted the long
branches in the mouse lemur clade as reflecting high
rates rather than ancient divergences ( see Fig13a) .
Interestingly , the human2chimpanzee divergence be2
came only slightly younger when the clock is relaxed
even though the hominoids clearly have high rates ;
that is , 712 , 716 , and 810M Y under the clock in the
three analyses compared with 615 , 616 , and 619 af2
ter relaxation of the clock. This seems to be due to
the fact that the local clock models use a single rate to
the whole anthropoid clade , with the same rate ex2
tending almost to the root of the tree ( Fig13a) . The
three analyses using nucleotide , amino acid , or codon
sequences produced somewhat different ages for some
nodes. For example , the codon2based estimate of the
mouse lemur clade age is older than the nucleotide2 or
amino acid2based estimates. The reasons for such differ2
ences are unclear. Some differences are notable between
the estimates obtained by Yang and Yoder (2003) from
the nucleotide2based analysis under a 32rate model ( Table
1 column d′) and the estimates obtained here when eqn.
5 was used to assign branches to four rate groups. In par2
ticular , the mouse lemur age is 515MY compared with
the previous estimate 711MY.

The automatic assignment of rates or branches
into four groups using eqn 5 seems to have placed too
many high rates into the same category , judged by
the rate dist ribution of Fig15a for codon sequences.
Thus another“manual”scheme is thus used to ana2
lyze these data , with four branch groups determined
from clustering the estimated rates using U PGMA
( Fig15b) , with the following cutting points : 210 ,
219 , 315 ( ×10 - 8 nucleotide substitutions per codon
per year ) . Classification of branches under this
scheme is shown in Fig13b. Step 3 of the algorithm
then estimates 27 divergence times and 4 branch
rates. The log likelihood under the model is l =
- 24 97819. While formal testing comparing such
rate models is difficult as the modes are not nested
and as they are derived from the data , this log likeli2
hood is much higher than that achieved under the
“automatic”four2rate model ( - 25 04118) . The es2
timated divergence times under the model are shown
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in Table 1 (column f′4RM) . The estimated age of
mouse lemur divergence is 419M Y , compared with
714M Y from the automatic four2rate model.

Recently a new fossil was published by Seiffert et
al. (2003) with a date of 38242M Y for the separation
of slow loris and the galago ( node 48 in the tree of
Fig14) . Thus , the estimated divergence times for
this clade under the local clock models , which range
from 22 to 33M Y ( Table 1 columns d , e , f , f′, f″) ,
are all too young. It seems that the use of only one
loris and one galago species makes it difficult to de2
duce reliably the appropriate rates within the clade.
Increased species sampling may help alleviate this
problem. To see how estimates of the mouse lemur
divergence times are affected , the same analysis was
conducted by fixing the age of the loris2galago diver2
gence at 40M Y ( Fig14) , in addition to the seven cal2
ibrations used in Table 1. The time estimates are
shown in Table 2. Adding the new fossil caused the
ages of Strepsirrhine and lemuriform clades (nodes 66
and 65 in Fig14) to become older. However , the ages
of other nodes remain largely unchanged. The results
obtained from fitting the four2rate manual model
(4RM) to the codon sequences are listed in Table 2
(column f′) . The mouse lemur divergence is dated to
about 419M Y. As the codon model accommodates the
major features of the evolutionary process , and the
analysis incorporates all eight calibrations with four
branch rates , this estimate might be considered the
best f rom this analysis. However , the discrepancies

in time estimates among models and methods and the
sensitivity of time estimates to the assumed rate mod2
el highlight the difficulty of divergence time estima2
tion when the molecular clock is violated.

3 　Discussions
311 　Comparison with previous methods

The AHRS algorithm implemented here has a
number of similarities with the penalized likelihood
approach of Sanderson (1997 ,2002) and the Bayesian
MCMC algorithm of Thorne and colleagues ( Kishino
et al. , 2001 ; Thorne et al. , 1998 ) . All three ap2
proaches estimate the branch lengths without assum2
ing the clock , and then estimate times and rates by
minimizing the discrepancies in branch lengths and by
minimizing rate changes over branches. While all
those methods use the same basic idea and attempt to
extract the same kind of information from the data ,
the algorithm implemented here differs f rom
Sandersonπs method in several ways. First , the algo2
rithm of this paper accommodates multiple loci with
different evolutionary characteristics. Simultaneous
analysis of gene sequences from multiple loci may be
expected to improve estimates of divergence times ,
which are shared across loci , and the improved time
estimates may be expected in turn to improve rate es2
timates. The ability to properly accommodate missing
species at some loci also enables joint analysis of as
much sequence data as possible. Second , the criteria
used are different . In Sandersonπs method , a Poisson

Table 2 　Maximum likelihood estimates of divergence times using an additional calibration

Node

Clock Local clock

(a) base

　

　

(b) AA

　

　

(c) codon

　

　

(d) base

　

　

(e) AA

　

　

(f)

codon

4RA

(f′)

codon

4RM

(f″)

codon

4RA

40 dog/ bear 3914 3111 3914 4218 4119 4119 4516 4319

43 human/ chimp 713 716 810 613 615 618 619 711

45 hominoid 1714 1814 1615 1412 1316 1219 1310 1315

47 anthropoid 6210 6613 6118 5717 6311 5810 5815 5817

48 lorisiform 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

51 Lemuridae 2814 2715 2712 1819 2216 2418 2514 2011

52 southern clade 617 618 810 416 315 511 314 NA

58 northern clade 710 619 911 419 314 518 318 NA

59 mouse lemurs 819 912 1114 612 417 713 419 710

61 Cheirogaleidae 2619 2116 2610 1811 1412 1719 1319 1711

65 lemuriform 5818 6117 5813 4910 5714 5419 5517 4814

66 Strepsirrhine 6419 6517 6413 5916 6415 6218 6316 6016

Note : Same as Table 1 except that one additional fossil calibration (40M Yfor lorisiform) is used. Column f″is for a reduced dataset including only two

species of mouse lemurs.
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approximation to the estimated number of changes per
branch is assumed to fit branch lengths while I used a
normal approximation to ML Es of branch lengths.
The inaccuracies in the two approximations are not
well understood. However , variance calculation in the
normal approximation uses the appropriate substitu2
tion model ( Yang , 2000) while Sandersonπs Poisson
approximation does not consider the model used ini2
tially to estimate the branch lengths , and may thus be
less accurate if branch lengths are large or if the sub2
stitution model is complex. Sanderson used the sum
of squared rate differences to penalize changes in rates
while I use a stochastic model of rate change. Model2
based rate smoothing appears advantageous : ( a) it
takes time into account : for example , a change in
rate should be more likely over a long time period
than over a short one and this is taken into account in
calculation of f (r i | t , v i) (see eqn. 4) ; (b) it pro2
vides a natural way of combining data across genes
which may have drastically different rates ; and (c) it
avoids the need for cross2validation to estimate the
smoothing parameter. Third , the rate2smoothing al2
gorithm plays a less significant role in the method of
this paper as it is used only to partition branches on
each gene tree into different rate groups , with diver2
gence times estimated by a proper maximum likeli2
hood calculation using sequence alignments. An ad2
vantage of Sandersonπs implementation is that it can
specify fossil calibrations as lower or upper bounds on
node ages. The optimization algorithm used in paml
( Yang , 1997) does not deal with such constraints
and uses only fixed node ages for fossil calibration. As
a result , standard errors calculated for estimated di2
vergence times are serious underestimates. The im2
portance of accounting for uncertainties in fossil cali2
brations has been emphasized by Graur and Martin
(2004) .

While the AHRS algorithm makes use of the
rate2evolution model of Thorne et al. ( 1998 ) and
Kishino et al. (2001) , that use is not fully justified
statistically. The Bayes method of Thorne and col2
leagues averages over the rates in the MCMC. In the2
ory this can be achieved in a likelihood algorithm for
divergence time estimation , but it does not seem fea2
sible computationally. Instead the AHRS algorithm
optimizes rates , together with divergence times ,
rather than averaging over them. Another difference
between the two methods is that the AHRS algorithm
does not need a prior for divergence times , which
might be considered an advantage. There is some evi2
dence that time estimation by the Bayes method may
be sensitive to the prior model of divergence times.
Yoder and Yang (2004) reported a case in which the
posterior time estimates changed considerably depend2
ing on whether two or nine mouse lemur species were

included in the dataset , with the larger dataset pro2
ducing substantially older ages for mouse lemurs.
They att ributed the effect to the uniform branch
lengths in the prior dist ribution of divergence times
assumed by the Bayes algorithm. The likelihood
method , without the need for a prior for times ,
seems less sensitive to such species sampling. A re2
duced dataset including only two mouse lemur species
( M 1 berthae and M 1 m urinus) was analyzed in table
2 (column f″4RA) . The estimated age for mouse
lemur divergence is 711M Y , similar to 713M Y , the
estimate obtained from the complete dataset ( Table 2
column f) .

The performance of those different methods in
real data analysis is not well2understood , as those
methods are only beginning to be widely used. A re2
cent nice study published by Pπerez2Losada et al.
(2004) compared divergence time estimates from var2
ious methods with the fossil records. Besides such
analysis of empirical datasets , it will also be interest2
ing to perform computer simulations to examine the
performance of various estimation methods , especially
when their assumptions about rates , times and the
substitution process are violated.
312 　Implementation details and program availabil2
ity

The algorithm described in this paper has been
implemented in the baseml and codeml programs in
the paml package ( Yang , 1997 ) . For nucleotide2
based analysis (baseml) , the H KY85 + G or F84 + G
models ( Hasegawa et al. , 1985 ; Yang , 1994) and
their special cases are implemented , and the parame2
ters in the model can be different among genes , codon
positions or other partitions of sites. For amino acid2
based analysis (codeml) , different proteins can have
different shape parameters in the gamma dist ribution
of variable rates among sites and can have different
substitution rate matrices. Thus nuclear and mito2
chondrial proteins can be analyzed jointly. The codon2
based analysis (codeml) uses the substitution model of
Goldman and Yang (1994) and allows the use of dif2
ferent genetic codes and different substitution param2
eters for different genes ( such as the transition/
t ransversion rate ratio κ, the nonsynonymous/ syn2
onymous rate ratio ω , and codon frequencies) . Nu2
clear and mitochondrial genes can thus be analyzed
jointly. My current implementation does not allow
joint analysis of DNA and protein sequences. The
programs output t rees with branch lengths and esti2
mated divergence times suitable for viewing and
printing using the TreeView program ( Page , 1996) .
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